Postural Stability and Visual Verticality Perception of Neck Disturbance of the Middle-aged during Quiet Standing
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Abstract. [Purpose] This study investigated postural stability and visual vertical perception of healthy middle-aged subjects before and after induction of dorsal neck muscle fatigue. [Subjects] Fourteen subjects (3 males, 11 females) were recruited from the community. [Methods] To induce neck extensor muscle fatigue, participants pushed their heads against a myometer. The average center of pressure (COP) displacement in the medial-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) directions and average sway velocity were measured on a force platform, and the error in visual vertical perception was measured using the rod and frame test. [Results] The average COP displacement in the AP direction and average sway velocity were significantly different between before and after induction of neck muscle fatigue. No difference in the average COP displacement in the ML direction or errors in visual verticality perception was observed before and after neck muscle fatigue. [Conclusion] In the presence of visual input, dorsal neck muscle fatigue induced postural instability, but not visual vertical misperception. After isometric or repetitive neck extensor muscle contraction for a long period, taking a rest for a while before changing posture from sitting to standing is recommended for workers, to avoid an increase in postural sway in standing, which may lead to an accidental fall.
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INTRODUCTION

Neck information plays an important role in postural maintenance. It provides information on the position of the head and body[^4] as well as motions and localizations of visual objects[^5]. The neck functions in body balance maintenance through activity of the high density of deep neck muscle spindles[^6]. Vibration of dorsal neck muscles stimulates neck proprioceptive inputs[^7]-[^9], and changes proprioceptive signals code of body spatial orientation and postural stabilization[^10]. An increase in forward leaning was induced by neck muscle vibration during static standing, which has been explained as a response to the perception of the lengthening of the dorsal neck muscles[^11].

Muscle fatigue is the loss of force during sustained contraction. For submaximal contractions, muscle fatigue shows an increase in the amplitude of electromyograms (EMG) and a decrease in the median frequency of EMG[^12]. Neck muscle fatigue is reported to influence postural control and may disturb subjective postural reference. Neck extensor muscle fatigue increases body sway, in addition to changing body direction[^13]-[^16]. A study reported that after 5 minutes of intense contraction of approximately 35% of maximal voluntary contraction of the dorsal neck muscles the body sway increased during quiet standing[^17]. A load of 25% maximal isometric contraction of the neck extensor muscles for 10 and 15 minutes duration produced significant changes in center of pressure (COP) sway[^18], which is believed to be caused by metabolic accumulation in the neck muscles[^19, 20] and decreased neck joint position sense[^19, 20].

Disturbance of cervical proprioception altered not only postural balance but also vertical perception. Vertical perception is the interaction of the visual, proprioceptive, and vestibular systems for orienting the body with external objects in space. Body movement and stability of postural control are related to vertical perception[^21, 22]. Mistakes by individuals with neck pain in judging the visual vertical in the rod and frame test have been reported[^23-25]. Neck muscle pain is associated with neck muscle fatigue[^26, 27]. To our knowledge, vertical perception has not been examined in individuals with only neck muscle fatigue.

People suffering minor neck problem but are not yet receiving any treatment showed neck muscle fatigue presenting a reduction in endurance time of the neck...
muscles\(^28\)). Repetitive occupational or static work causes an increased risk of muscle disorders\(^29\). Only 10% of muscle contraction at maximal voluntary effort produces intramuscular pressures that cause partial restriction of blood flows\(^30, 31\) which may increase metabolic accumulation. Nowadays, the number of computer workers is high, and most of them are middle-aged\(^32\), between 35 and 60 years of age. The neck region is a common musculoskeletal symptom among computer users\(^32, 33\). In addition, the middle-aged show declines in postural stability and the sensory systems used to controlling posture\(^34–36\). To avoid the influence of age on postural control and balance, the present study focused on the middle-aged. The aim of the present study was to compare postural stability and visual vertical perception of healthy middle-aged subjects before and after neck extensor muscle fatigue. We hypothesized that dorsal neck muscle fatigue would induce postural instability and errors in visual vertical perception. We hope that the present study will contribute to the knowledge concerning the work-related health of middle-aged workers.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects

Fourteen healthy adults (3 males and 11 females) aged between 36–54 years (mean age ± SD = 44.4 ± 5.96 years) participated in this study. Subjects were recruited from the general community. They were excluded from the study if they had tumors, trauma, fractures, inflammatory disorders, neurological disorders, upper and/or lower extremity impairments, visual impairments, and vestibular deficits. All participants were informed of the purpose and the protocol of the study before they signed consent forms. The study protocol was approved by Institutional Review Board of Mahidol University.

Methods

To induce neck muscle fatigue, subjects flexed their necks about 15\(^\circ\) and a myometer was set at the occipital level of their heads. The surface EMG electrodes were attached on both sides of neck paravertebral muscles using midcervical paraspinal placement, covering the capitis and cervicis groups as well as the upper trapezius\(^37\). The amplitudes (\(\mu v\)) and median frequencies (Hz) of EMG were measured simultaneously by an 8-channel surface electrode electromyograph (Naroxon INC., USA © 2006) with a sampling frequency of 1500 Hz and band-pass filtered between 20–500 Hz. Each participant pushed his/her head against the myometer for 5 minutes. The force set for the myometer was 1/3 maximum voluntary contraction of each subject’s neck extensor muscles\(^15\). The participants were able to stop if they felt fatigue or uncomfortable. The amplitudes and median frequencies of the EMG of the neck muscles at the 1\(^{st}\) and the 5\(^{th}\) minute are in Table 1. They demonstrate neck extensor muscle fatigue after pushing against the myometer for 5 minutes. None of participants reported pain.

Postural stability and visual verticality perception were measured before and immediately after inducing neck muscle fatigue. The participants were instructed to stand barefoot with their feet apart at a distance of 11% of body height\(^38\) and their arms hanging besides the body on a force platform (AMTI model OR6-7) for 20 s. To measure postural stability, the signals from the force platform were sampled at 50 Hz and processed with a 4\(^{th}\) order Butterworth low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 8 Hz. COP was expressed as the average displacement in the medial-lateral (ML) and the anterior-posterior (AP) directions, and average velocity was calculated as follows.

\[
\text{The average displacement in the ML direction} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} |x_i - \text{COP-ML average}|}{N}
\]

\[
\text{The average displacement in the AP direction} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} |y_i - \text{COP-AP average}|}{N}
\]

\[
\text{The average sway velocity} = \frac{\text{Total length (L) of the COP path}}{\text{The total number of frames (n) * the total change in time (\(\Delta t\))}}
\]

Furthermore, to evaluate the visual vertical perception, rod (13 cm) and frame (18 cm x 15 cm) apparatus was

| Table 1. Means and standard deviations of electromyography data; median frequency (Hz) and amplitude (\(\mu v\)), during the first (1st) and the fifth (5th) minutes of neck muscle fatigue
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neck muscle fatigue</th>
<th>The 1st minute</th>
<th>The 5th minute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left side</td>
<td>Right side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>57.9 ± 14.7</td>
<td>60.4 ± 11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude ((\mu v))</td>
<td>6.70 ± 2.83</td>
<td>7.30 ± 3.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* \(p \leq 0.05\) significant difference between the 1st and the 5th minutes on the left side. # \(p \leq 0.05\) significant difference between the 1st and the 5th minutes on the right side.
created by Labview program version 6.1 and was shown on a 19-inch monitor (Fig. 1). In a dark room, the monitor was placed at eye level 100 cm in front of a seated subject. On the monitor, the rod and frame were rotated independently using a computer mouse. A researcher rotated the frame randomly to five positions: 30° counter-clockwise, 10° counter-clockwise, 0° vertical position, 10° clockwise, and 30° clockwise with the rod rotated about 28° to the left (a) and the right (b). Participants were required to adjust the rod to the vertical position.

**Table 2.** Mean and standard deviations of the displacement of center of pressure (COP) in the medial-lateral (ML) (cm) and the anterior-posterior (AP) (cm) directions, mean values of the sway velocity (cm/s), and mean errors of visual verticality (degrees) before and after neck muscle fatigue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Neck muscle fatigue</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement of COP in the ML (cm)</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement of COP in the AP (cm)</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.16*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sway velocity (cm/s)</td>
<td>1.30 ± 0.21</td>
<td>1.45 ± 0.33*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error in visual verticality (degrees)</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.45</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p≤0.05 significant difference between before and after neck muscular fatigue

As shown in Table 2, no difference was observed in the average COP displacement in the ML direction between before and after neck muscle fatigue (p=0.593). However, the average COP displacement in the AP direction showed significant difference between before and after induction of neck muscle fatigue (p=0.021). The average sway velocity was significantly different between before and after induction of neck muscle fatigue (p=0.031). No difference was observed in errors of visual verticality perception between before and after induction of neck muscle fatigue (p=0.151).

**DISCUSSION**

Postural stability and visual vertical perception of middle-aged subjects before and after induction of neck extensor muscle fatigue was investigated. In the presence of visual information, dorsal neck muscle fatigue demonstrated a significant effect on postural balance, indicating an increase in average COP displacement in the AP direction and sway velocity. In contrast, average COP displacement in the ML direction was not significantly different between before and after induction of neck muscle fatigue. Visual vertical perception was similar between before and after induction of dorsal neck muscle fatigue.

In the present study, submaximal contraction of dorsal neck muscles showed fatigue through EMG. Generally, prolonged and low-level static contraction of the muscles increases EMG amplitude and decreases the mean spectral frequency of the EMG power spectrum (39). In submaximal contractions, an increase in amplitude and a decrease in frequency of the EMG are markers of muscle fatigue (10). The increase in EMG amplitude is related to the increase in the number of motor units compensating for the loss of contractility (40). A decrease in EMG frequency power spectrum toward lower frequency results from accumulation of the metabolic substance. An increase in venous blood lactate samples appears simultaneously with a statistically significant decrease in median frequency (40).

As shown in Table 2, no difference was observed in the...
The present results show increases in average COP displacement in the AP direction and sway velocity of the middle-aged subjects after induction of neck muscle fatigue. However, no change in average COP displacement in the ML direction was observed. Neck muscle fatigue can be considered as neck disturbances and it is likely to change somatosensory inputs. The alteration in proprioception information immediately interacts with visual and vestibular inputs leading to postural instability. The mechanism of muscle fatigue is unlike that of muscle vibration. Muscular vibration is a mechanical disturbance of the neck muscles. Many investigations have used neck muscle vibration as a stimulus to elicit proprioceptive input. Vibration of the neck muscles produces an increase in body sway and an inclination of the body toward the side contralateral to the vibrated muscle. A possible mechanism affecting postural balance during neck muscle fatigue is blood flow impairment and inflammatory substance accumulation, for example, potassium, lactic acid, bradykinin, and arachidonic acid. Muscle fatigue alters the discharges of muscle spindles. Such a change in muscle spindle inflow would adversely affect postural control. We agree with the implication of a previous study, that localized neck extensor muscle fatigue affects the mechanisms of postural control by presenting atypical sensory information from muscle spindles thereby eliciting postural instability. In the present study, neck muscle fatigue elicited postural instability in the AP direction and an increase in sway velocity. Therefore, we assume that a change in sensory information elicited by dorsal neck muscle fatigue influences COP displacement in the AP direction and sway velocity.

The lack of change in COP displacement in the ML direction is possibly the result of participants having stood with their feet apart, a position that helps to reduce the role of the ankle and hip strategy in the frontal plane. Moreover, standing with eyes open stabilizes posture. Another factor related to postural stability is strength of the lower limb muscles. The lack of change in COP displacement in the ML direction could also be explained by the strength of lower limb muscles, since the participants were able walk and do activities of daily living independently. Unfortunately, the strength of the lower limb muscles was not recorded as it was not an outcome of interest in this study. We suggest it would be additional useful information in future investigation.

We expected to observe errors in visual vertical perception in the middle-aged subject after neck muscle fatigue, but the results did not show it. Disturbances to visual vertical perception occur as a result of errors in sensory input from the vestibular, visual, and proprioceptive systems, or at the level of integration of these signals within the brain. Visual vertical perception is used to damage to the central nervous system and vestibular networks such as in brain injury, stroke, or vestibular dysfunction. In patients with neck pain, proprioceptive disturbances lead to difficulties in vertical perception and spatial orientations since it stimulates the small afferent fibers of joint receptors or small segmental muscles around vertebral articulations influencing on the central nervous system and tonic neck reflex, subsequently affecting spatial orientation. It has been reported that muscle fatigue can activate pain by ischemia. In the present study, none of our participants reported pain after induction of neck muscle fatigue. Thus, the level of fatigue in the dorsal neck muscles may not have been sufficient enough to disturb the sensory systems affecting vertical perception. We assume that dorsal neck muscle fatigue without neck pain does not induce a change in visual vertical perception because of inadequate disturbance of the neck proprioceptive system. Consequently, there was no disturbance of the central nervous system.

Prolonged work may induce intramuscular pressures related to muscle fatigue. Neck and shoulder muscle activities are high in repetitive and static work postures, especially in the static sitting posture with the whole spine flexed. In the present study, the middle-aged subjects with dorsal neck muscle fatigue showed increased postural sway in the AP direction and sway velocity. For avoiding accidental fall in changing posture from sitting to standing or in standing position after static work postures, we suggest resting for a while, at least 5 minutes, to reduce dorsal neck muscle fatigue. This would improve blood flow to the muscles and reduce metabolic accumulation. Moreover, appropriate exercises to increase dorsal neck muscle endurance are recommended for people who perform in work repetitive and static postures, for example computer users. A possible exercise would be isometric exercise of the neck extensor muscles, hold for 10 s, 10–15 repetitions a set.

In conclusion, dorsal neck muscle fatigue induces postural instability in the AP direction, increases sway velocity, and appears to effect ML sway displacement or visual vertical perception. Fatigue without neck pain appears not to disturb visual vertical perception. Middle-aged workers, particularly computer users, should rest for a while after working in the sitting position before changing posture to standing, and we also suggest they should perform neck extensor muscle endurance exercises.
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